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The ancient Tea Horse Road is one of the many ancient trade routes that overcame
ruthless and unforgiving environments to bring people specific commodities, such as
horses and tea between Tibet and China.
Thousands of years ago, travellers and traders carried goods across the vast distances
between Europe, the Middle East and Asia, spreading news, art and culture through
a large part of the world. After more recent archeological discoveries, we know
that ancient traders used a whole series of expanding network routes many years
earlier than previously thought. The newly-discovered routes of the prominent Silk
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Road show China’s expansive trade relations, while newly-found artefacts along the
routes are evidence of the country’s history of Buddhism and its cultural affinity for
tea. There are also discoveries on the Tea Horse Road, which facilitated the Tibetan
demand for tea and the Chinese economic need for horses, the Route of Wind and
Wool, famous for trade of Pashmina wool, and the maritime Silk Road route that
linked China to Europe by sea.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
Tea Horse Road

But tea was only one side of the equation. The

During the 7th Century A.D., Tibet’s power
and influence rose suddenly and, for China,
unexpectedly. Tibet began military expansions,
leading to the creation of one of

other was the continuing search for war horses to
protect China’s northern frontiers against people
who were more culturally attuned to horses
and could make better military use of them. The

the most important trade routes of
the ancient world, economically,
politically and culturally - a network
of trails extending more than 5,000
kilometres, travelled by horses, mules
and porters, that became known in
Chinese as the Cha Ma Dao, the Tea
Horse Road.
Tea did not grow on the Tibetan
Plateau, but Tibetans soon developed
a need for it, not only as a stimulant,
but also for its properties in reducing
the oxidative stress of high altitudes,
and as a dietary supplement in an

Blizzards, disorienting snow passes and brigands who would wait
for mules laden with precious commodities from the mountains,
made survival on the Route of Wind and Wool difficult.

environment that could not support
fruit or vegetables to any significant extent. Their

need for war horses was paramount and crucial.

taste for tea began as a refined pastime among the

When the empire was strong, it could deal easily

elite, but spread socially downwards as the way it

with the nomadic peoples of the central Asian

was consumed also evolved.

grasslands, but when weak it had a great need
for horses to match those of the Mongols. These
horses had to be paid for, and by the middle of
the first century A.D., China had lost its monopoly
on silk. Fortunately for them, tea had become a
valued commodity for their neighbours. As the
state assiduously promoted it, the Song dynasty
took control over the trade via the Tea Tax Bureau
and the Tea and Horse Trading Office.
The horse trade continued into the 20th Century,
but declined naturally as horses ceased to have
major military use, and as roads were paved for
more efficient transport. For a few short years in the
middle of the 20th century there was one last burst of
activity, as the road and the horse caravans became

China bought war horses from Tibet that needed to
match the strength of Mongolian horses, which was
funded by the lucrative Chinese tea trade.

the commodity lifeline for western China, which was
cut off by the Japanese armies advancing from the
east. By 1945 this was over, and the collective era
that followed 1949 brought final closure to the trade.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
Route of Wind and Wool

isolated of peoples - the fiercely independent
nomads who travelled along one of the most
intimidating routes on the planet.

Maritime Silk Road
While the significance and history of the Silk
Road was paramount to the expansion of empires
across the world, new discoveries have taught
us that the maritime Silk Road was much greater
Sourced on the world’s highest plateau, Pashmina
wool was the most valued product along the Route
of Wind and Wool and remains a mountain-grown
luxury product to this day.

both in terms of distance and quantity of goods

We also now know that further southwest of

ago, ancient Chinese traders began taking china,

China was the ancient Route of Wind and Wool,

silk, textiles and other commodities abroad along

tracing what is left of one of the oldest trade

the maritime Silk Road, leaving from ports in

pathways on the planet, through the desolate

today’s Guangdong and Fujian provinces and

magnificence of the Himalayas. The Route of

sailing to Southeast Asia, Africa and Europe. Trade

Wind and Wool runs through Kashmir, a disputed

on the maritime Silk Road was a significant factor

area between Pakistan and India, particularly

in the development of civilisations in China,

around the Ladakh Himalaya. It is home of the

the Indian subcontinent, Persia, Europe, Africa

elusive snow leopard and last of the traders on the

and Arabia, enabling long-distance political and

route. Through history it has also been a pathway

economic relations between the civilisations.

for the brave, the desperate and the devoted.

Although commercial activity was the principal

In the hey days of the traders, up to 10,000 mules
and horses passed through these arid, windblown
landscapes lugging their precious goods of
pashmina, salt and tea. Pashmina is sourced on
the highest plateau on earth from one of the most

traded. This led to world-wide interaction and the
beginnings of a global community.
It is widely known that as early as 2,000 years

enabler, the maritime Silk Road also led to
cultural exchanges and the spread of syncretic
philosophies and religious thought, including
Buddhism.
Of all the precious goods that were traded, silk
was perhaps the most remarkable
for the people of the West. It is
thought that the Romans had first
encountered silk in one of their
campaigns against the Parthians in
53 B.C., and realised that it could
not have been produced by this
relatively unsophisticated people.
They reputedly learnt from Parthian
prisoners that it came from a
mysterious tribe in the east, who they
came to refer to as the silk people,

Silk roads

‘Seres’.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
From the point of view of those in the west, China
was still an unknown territory, and silk production
was not understood. Since the days of Alexander
the Great, there had been some knowledge of
India, but there was no real knowledge of, or
contact with, the ‘Seres’ until about the 7th
century A.D., when information started to filter
along the Road. However, the discovery of the
maritime Silk Road dealt a damaging blow to the
Silk Road trade.
Geographically, the ancient maritime Silk Road had
two routes, one from China to the East China Sea
linking to the Korean peninsula, and the second
from China to the South China Sea, Southeast
Asia, South Asia, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean and
the Persian Gulf. Archeological evidence even
suggests that maritime transportation dates back
to thousands of years before the inception of
the Silk Road. Gradually, though, these routes

political climate of the time.
In the nineteenth century, new types of travellers

penetrated as far as Pondicherry in southern India,

ventured onto the Silk Road: archaeologists and

and built links to the Red Sea and their great

geographers and enthusiastic explorers looking for

trading city of Alexandria in the Mediterranean.

adventures. Coming from France, Britain, Germany,

In the Middle Ages, the routes across the Indian

Russia and Japan, these researchers traversed the

Ocean carried prodigious amounts of goods

Taklamakan desert in western China to explore

westwards, including astonishing quantities

ancient sites along the Silk Road, leading to many

of Chinese pottery, hundreds of thousands of

archaeological discoveries, numerous academic

fragments of which have been found in Cairo.

studies, and most of all, a renewed interest in the

The demise of the Silk Road owes much to the
development of the silk route by sea. It became
easier and safer to transport goods by water rather
than overland. Ships had become stronger and
more reliable, and the route passed promising
new potential markets in South Asia. The overland
problems of ‘tribal politics’ along the route and
the presence of middlemen, all taking their cut on
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the choice of route depended very much upon the

were enlarged, as Greek and Roman merchants

Silk Road
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Swede Sven Hedin

history of these routes.
The study of the road really took off after the
expeditions of the Swede Sven Hedin in 1895. He
was an accomplished cartographer and linguist,
and became one of the most renowned explorers
of the time. He crossed the Pamirs to Kashgar, and
then set out to explore the more desolate parts of
the region, even succeeding in making a crossing
of the centre of the Taklimakan.

the goods, also favoured this move. As well as this,

New archaeological finds illustrate how the Silk

the Persians had mastered the art of sericulture by

Road facilitated the rich exchange of culture

this time and imports of silk from the East were

and goods between the East and the West. The

reduced. However, the sea route suffered from the

exchanges occurred as the Silk Road’s meanders

problems of bad weather and pirates. In the end,

across long distances in mountain foothills and the

F E AT U R E A R T I C L E

Low resolution

Tea buds
lowlands of the Gobi Desert. These findings give

7th century A.D. Preforming laboratory analyses

credence to an emerging understanding that the

of the samples, a significant amount of caffeine

Silk Road not only spanned vast linear distances,

and theanine, an amino acid abundant in tea,

but also successfully navigated the formidable

was detected and found that the chemical profiles

obstacles presented by some of the world’s great

were similar to tea found in the tomb of a Chinese

deserts and mountains.

emperor of the Han dynasty dating back 2,100

Archaeological evidence found hidden in a lost
tomb reveals that the road also ventured into the
high altitudes of Tibet, a previously unknown arm

years, both of which could be traced to tea varieties
cultivated in the southern Chinese province of
Yunnan.

of the trade route. Discovered in 2005 by Buddhist

Today, many historic buildings and monuments still

monks, the 1,800-year-old tomb sits 4.3 kilometres

stand, marking the passage of the Silk Road through

above sea level in the Ngari district of Tibet. When

caravanserais, ports and cities. However, the long-

excavations began in 2012, the research team

standing and ongoing legacy of this remarkable

examining the site were surprised to find a number

network is reflected in the many distinct but

of quintessentially Chinese goods inside. The

interconnected cultures, languages, customs and

haul lends itself to the idea that merchants were

religions that have developed over millennia

travelling from China to Tibet along a branch of the

along these routes. The passage of merchants and

Silk Road that had been lost to history.

travellers of many different nationalities resulted not

Among other artefacts found there, archaeologists
unearthed exquisite pieces of silk with woven
Chinese characters wang hou, meaning “king”
and “princes”, a mask made of pure gold, and
ceramic and bronze vessels. The researchers were
then astonished to find what appeared to be tea
buds some 400-500 years older than the earliest

only in commercial exchange but in a continuous
and widespread process of cultural interaction. As
such, from its early, exploratory origins, the Silk
Road developed to become a driving force in the
formation of diverse societies across Eurasia and
far beyond, the influence of which can still be felt
today.

previously documented tea in Tibet, dating to the
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RECENT EVENTS
1 April 2015

16 April 2015

Laurence Gribble and Nick Codrington
Journey to the East: A Bicycle Expedition
from London to Hong Kong

Dr. Riyar Chiang
‘A Town Called Success: the Traditional
Fishing of Taiwan’
In this
screening,
Taiwanese
fishermen
battled
giant
marlin fish
in fierce
seas and storms with 20kg spears, without sonar

Messrs Gribble and Codrington told the

or industrial equipment. The crew’s captain, Chen

extraordinary story of how in July 2014, fresh from

Yong Fu, is a local legend, epitomising the skill of a

their graduation from Cambridge University, they

hunter in the modern age.

set off by bicycle from Buckingham Palace on an
expedition for over 17,000km across 20 countries.

9 April 2015

18 April 2015

Visit to Mai Po

Captain Richard Hayman
Who Owns Asia’s Islands and Seas

Every year in winter, thousands of migratory birds
visit and stay at Mai Po and the Deep Bay area,
before flying north for breeding. This guided tour
was organised to show Members this fascinating
scene.
Captain Hayman described the present state of the
seas of Asia, especially who owns the islands that
lie within them, put into the context of maritime
history. He also reviewed the key areas of dispute
and conflict. He showed that the new, or newly
active, foreign policies of China are the biggest
source of conflict in East Asian waters.

6
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RECENT EVENTS
28 Apr 2015

promote sustainability, environmentalism and the

Wong How Man and Dr. William Bleisch
Explorations of the Peripheries of China

founding of Planetwalk, his well-known charity.

Mr. Wong and Dr. Bleisch discussed new economic

that over the next year is to develop into “The

challenges for the conservation of wildlife and

Walking Campus”, a global initiative.

He went on to talk about the early development of
Planetlines, the Planetwalk Education Curriculum

nature. Dr. Bleisch presented a summary of the
China Exploration and Research Society discoveries
and projects in remote areas where China and
its southern neighbours share a common border.
He also spoke of the political and ecological

13 May 2015

Michael Williams
My Favourite World Train Journeys

challenges in Laos, where wild elephants roam

Mr. Williams spoke

across political boundaries.

about his passion for
railway travel and why
he believes there is no
better way to get into
the soul of a country
than to view it through
the windows of a train.
He spoke of dramatic

4 May 2015

railways running

Tim Luard
The Great Escape from Hong Kong

scenery, tiny branches running into the heart of the

Mr. Luard gave a fascinating

countryside, railways with sensational coastal views

through spectacular

as well as state-of-the-art express trains.

talk about the epic escape from
Hong Kong during Japanese
rule in the 1940s. He spoke of

18 May 2015

who the various members of his

who got away, as the rest of the

Mark Neville
Behind the Lines of Afghanistan: The
Myth and the Reality of being a War Artist

colony prepared for long years

London-based artist Mark Neville described how,

of Japanese rule.

in 2011, he spent three months working on the

party were and how they came
to be among the lucky few

front line in Helmand, Afghanistan as an official
war artist. Mr. Neville explored the myths and

7 May 2015

Dr. John Francis
Planetwalk: The Past, Present and Future

realities of being a war artist, discussing their
relevance in the modern age and how his war art
relates to his practice of an artist in general.

This talk covered Dr. Francis’s unusual 22-year
long mission
of walking
around virtually
the whole of
the Americas,
and 17 years
of silence to
The Globe • 2016
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RECENT EVENTS
19 May 2015

30 May 2015

Dr. Andy Lewis
Australia: From Coral Reef to Rock Art

Nicholas Brooke, BBS
Victoria Harbour: Present and Future
Mr. Brooke led members on a boat tour along
Victoria Harbour. He discussed proposals for the
future while members saw the harbour in detail from
the water. He also revealed what has been achieved
so far and where further improvements might be
effected to provide an attractive, vibrant, functional,
accessible and sustainable community asset.

Dr. Lewis spoke about his two passions in Australia:
its extraordinary coastlines and the amazing
environments of the Kimberly region. He also
illustrated the landscape, the cultural history and
the natural history of these regions, with images of
both terrestrial and marine environments. He spoke
of the island environments on the West Australian
coastline, which has more than 1,000 islands, from
the Great Australian Bight to the Kimberly Coast.

30 May 2015

David Brian
Boat Field trip to Tung Ping Chau

11 June 2015

Dr. Martin Williams
Hong Kong’s Country Parks: the Glories
and Threats
Dr. Williams explained how Hong Kong is a clear
example

Mr. Brian again led a field trip to the beautiful

of a place

island of Tung Ping Chau, Hong Kong’s remotest

combining

island. In terms of its human geography, it is

metropolis

a classic example of rural depopulation in an

with wilder

outlying area. Before 1950, there were some 2,000

areas.

habitants on the island. Now the island has only a

Over 40

few non-permanent residents.

percent
of land in Hong Kong is designated as Country
Park, more than any other country or territory. Dr.
Williams also asserted that by adding fabulous
scenery, rural south China heritage and the
remnants of a super-volcano, few major cities can
rival Hong Kong’s natural setting.

8
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RECENT EVENTS
16 June 2015

22 June 2015

Hing Chao
Orochen: China’s Last Nomadic Hunters

Sir Chris Bonington
Lecture on “I Chose to Climb”:
Celebrating 65 years of Climbing the
World’s Greatest Peaks

Mr. Chao
described
his 20
years of
research
into the
Orochen,
China’s last tribe of nomadic hunters. The Orochen
continue to practice subsistence hunting in the
Khingan Mountains, which surround China’s northeastern frontier with Russia across inner-Mongolia
and Heilongjiang province, almost unknown to
outsiders. He also told the tales of the Orochen
and illustrated the stunning landscapes of their
mountain territories and their unique culture.

Sir Chris told the story of his extraordinary career,
from his first adventure on mountains in the early
1950s to his ascent of the Old Man of Hoy, a
repeat of his famous first ascent, at the age of 80
in the
summer of
2014. He
also gave
a very
personal
story of
adventure,
triumph and tragedy, shared with some of the
greatest characters of mountaineering.

18 June 2015

Chief Justice Geoffrey Ma, GBM QC SC
A Celebration of the 800th Anniversary of
the Signing of the Magna Carta
Chief Justice Ma discussed the immense lasting legal
significance of the Magna Carta. He also spoke of
why this document, emanating from the middle
ages, has managed to develop a momentum that
was to engulf
the New World,
the modern
World and to
even have a
contemporary
significance in
Hong Kong.

29 June 2015

General the Rt. Hon Lord Richards of
Herstmonceux, GCB
Operational Command: Commanding
International Armies in East Timor, Sierra
Leone and Afghanistan
General Lord Richards
spoke of his years as
a British General on
active service, in an
enlightening, controversial
and often amusing talk
that combined anecdote with description. His
actions saving the country from rebel attacks
without sanctioning during the Sierra Leone
Civil War, brought him worldwide fame. He also
discussed how
a commander
of multinational
operational
exercise today
balances all the
pressures placed
upon him.
The Globe • 2016
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RECENT EVENTS
17 July 2015

26 Aug 2015

Field Trip Visit to Hong Kong Air Cargo
Terminals

Professor Matthew Griffin
The Herschel Space Observatory:
Exploring the Origins of Stars and
Galaxies

Members participated in a tour of the operational
floors in Hong Kong’s state-of-the-art air terminal
and a visit to the Operations Control Centre.
The Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals is one of the
world’s leading air cargo terminals with unique
world class facilities, highly efficient operations
and innovative technology.

Professor Griffin explained about the Herschel
spacecraft and its instruments, and highlighted some
examples of his scientific achievements. He also
revealed some of the spacecraft’s initial findings,
including how stars tend to form along pronounced

18 July 2015

Dr. Simon Sebag Montefiore, FRSL
Jerusalem: Prize of Empires and Shrine of
Faiths

structures that emerge from turbulent motions in
giant interstellar clouds. He showed how Herschel
was able to look back in time to the formation of
galaxies in the very early Universe to understand the
origin of the Universe as seen today.

Dr. Montefiore told
the extraordinary story
of how this small
remote city became
the prize of empires,
the site of Judgement
Day and battlefield
of today’s clash of
civilisations. He
also discussed how
Jerusalem became
the universal city, the
shrine of three faiths and a spiritual home to half of
humanity.

1 Sep 2015

Mark Roberts
Filming the BBC’s ‘Wild Burma: Nature’s
Lost Kingdom’
Mr. Roberts, a
wildlife sound
recordist for over 20
years, described his
experiences visiting
all parts on the planet
with the BBC Natural
History Unit. These
included some of
the most famous
documentary series
of the era. He then took the audience on a behindthe-scenes journey of filming ‘Wild Burma’, the
latest in BBC’s Expedition Series.

10
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RECENT EVENTS
11 Sep 2015

14 Sep 2015

The Annual RGS Geographical Quiz
Dinner

Henry Lobb, Chris Drake & Lt Col Roger
Brumhill
Members’ Evening: Adventures Around Asia

Members put their geographical knowledge to the
test at RGS-HK’s ever popular annual quiz dinner

Three of our more illustrious members told the tales
of their “Adventures Around Asia” in the RGS’s
ever-popular Members’ Evening. The Members’
Evening included Mr. Lobb describing the
adventures that befell him while completing two
cycling challenges, one from Hong Kong to Hanoi
and another from Singapore to Krabi; Mr. Drake
spoke on him completing the Yading “Great Kora”
Trek in Sichuan; and Lt. Col Brumhill recalled his
remarkable trek across war-torn Afghanistan.

The Globe • 2016
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RECENT EVENTS
16 Sep 2015

28 Sep 2015

Field Trip: Behind the Scenes Tour of
Hong Kong International Airport

Ciara Shannon
Field Trip to Lantau Island: Climate
Change Walk, Monasteries, Flora & Fauna
Attendees discovered more about the history of
monasteries on
Lantau Island,
heard about moral
perspectives of
climate change and
discovered Lantau’s
rich flora and fauna.
In addition, there
were talks on the geology and geomorphology of

Members participated in a Behind the Scenes tour

the area. This trip included a hike along an old

of Hong Kong International Airport which included

pilgrimage route, which allowed the group to see

visits to the airport operations control and one of

many abandoned temples and monasteries.

Virgin Atlantic’s new Boeing 787 Dreamliners.
Hong Kong’s International Airport is the 10th
busiest airport in the world by passengers and is
consistently rated among the best. More than 100
airlines operate flights from the airport to over
180 cities across the globe with over 60 million
passengers annually.

13 October 2015

Michael Meyer
In Manchuria: A Village Called Wasteland
and the Transformation of Rural China
Mr. Meyer started by
describing a north-

22 Sep 2015

eastern rice growing

Caroline Drewett
The Glories of The Galapagos Islands

village as it changed

The Galapagos

illustrated with slides

Islands are a
unique archipelago
situated 1,000
km off the coast
of Ecuador. This
isolation with no
land predators, is
exactly why the Galapagos have evolved in the
way they have. With no land predators, animals
have been able to flourish in numbers, and in size.
In the lecture, Ms. Drewett discussed how these
animals got to the islands and described the work
she has done within schools as well as the local
communities.

12
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to a corporate
agribusiness. Richly
of contemporary
village life, Mr. Meyer
showed the reality
of the present rural
upheaval in China.
He vividly described the experience of his wife’s
relatives as their family farm land redeveloped.
Amplifying the story of his wife’s village, Mr. Meyer
then described Manchuria’s extraordinary past, a
history that explained much about contemporary
China, from the fall of the last emperor to Japanese
Occupation and Communist victory.

RECENT EVENTS
15 October 2015

20 October 2015

Gina Papabeis, Paul Hilton and Dr. Heather
Rally
Film Screening of ‘Racing Extinction’

Wilson Cheung
Guiding at the South Pole, the Alps and
Norwegian Arctic

The RGS was

Mr. Cheung told of his skills of guiding in Antarctica,

delighted to

Greenland, the USA, Switzerland and Norway.

present the

He also told about the best safety practices and

Hong Kong

environmental standards for Antarctica and the

premiere

Arctic. He

of Racing

discussed

Extinction,

the key

a film by

equipment

Oscar-winning director Louis Psihoyos. Spanning

used in

the globe to infiltrate the world’s most dangerous

these hostile

black markets and using high technology to

environments,

document the link between emissions and species

as well as the history, geography, ecology and

extinction, ‘Racing Extinction’ revealed a stunning

environmental issues of Antarctica and the Arctic.

picture of the present situation. After the premiere,

Mr. Cheung then told about his experience as

there was a discussion of the Leuser Ecosystem

a high-altitude mountain guide in Switzerland,

in Sumatra which is critically endangered, and

including snow, ice and rock climbing, and leading

is one of the last refuges for the Sumatran rhino,

Nordic skiing in Norway, the first person from

orangutan and Indonesian tigers.

Hong Kong to hold such roles.

19 October 2015

22 October 2015

Dr. Alan Smith
Continental Drift: Proving that Continents
Move Around

Matthew Phillips
South Georgia: An Antarctic Island
Paradise

Dr. Smith

Mr. Phillips told the extraordinary story of his

described

two years of residence on the island 500 miles

the

southeast from the Falkland Islands working for

impressive

the British Antarctic Survey, with his neighbours

research

being only the Governor, the Postmaster and other

he, together

scientists. He gave a detailed overview of the

with other

unique wildlife on the island, with 7 million large

scientists,

mammals and 30 million birds residing amid the

have conducted at the University of Cambridge,

hundreds of peaks and scores of glaciers.

which proved that the earth’s continents move
around by the mechanism of Plate Tectonics. He
also explained how this mechanism operates and
the effect it has had on the continents over the
previous 500 million years.

The Globe • 2016
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RECENT EVENTS
27 October 2015
Robyn Davidson
Tracks: A 2,000-mile solitary walk with
camels across Australia

29 October 2015

Michael Lorentz & Peter Fearnhead
Chad: An Unlikely Star of the African
Conservation Stage

Ms Davidson told the extraordinary story of how,
in 1977, she set off from Alice Springs, Northern
Territory,
for the
Indian
Ocean on
the west
coast of
Australia
with

Messrs Lorentz and Fearnhead explained how

just a dog and four camels. She recounted the

this little visited country is home to some of

extraordinary 9-month journey, its adventures,

Africa’s finest wildlife and is also at the forefront of

thrills and spills, and the overcoming of extreme

conservation efforts.

adversity.
		
31 October 2015

28 October 2015

Dr. Colin Clubbe
To Save the Planet You Have to Save the
Plants: Saving the 20% of the World’s
Plants Near to Extinction

Dr. Martin Williams
Field Trip: Yi O & Pui O on Lantau Island
Participants headed to two key and beautiful sites
on Lantau, Yi O on the west coast and Pui O in
the southeast. Both are wonderful places to visit,
but also shed light on the issues facing such sites,
like the controversy over extensive clearance of
vegetation for a farming project.

Dr. Clubbe discussed the value of plants to
humankind, the threats they face globally
and explored some of the approaches being
implemented by the Royal Botanic Gardens to
save plants from extinction and ultimately save the
Earth. Plants and habitats are threatened worldwide
by loss and fragmentation, invasive species,
pollution and climate change so many plants are
on the verge of extinction.

14
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RECENT EVENTS
3 November 2015

5 November 2015

Dr. William Cheung & Professor R Sumalia
Fish Wars: Taking Stock of The South
China Sea Together with A Film Screening
of ‘Saving Our Tuna’

Film screening of ‘Dams, Drugs &
Democracy’ in Burma: The story of the
damming of the Irrawaddy River at its
source in the warring Kachin State

Dr. Cheung and

Audiences watched ‘Dams, Drugs & Democracy’

Professor Sumalia

which told the story of the plans to dam the

described the

Irrawaddy River at its source at its source at

results of their

Myitsone, in Kachin State, northern Burma, to

studies of the

build a gigantic hydropower project that was

“wars” for fish

suspended in 2011. The film placed Myitsone Dam

resources of the

in the context of the Kachin insurgency, which

South China Sea.

has ravaged

They discussed the

Burma for

status of marine

more than

ecosystems, the

five decades,

threats to the

as all

traditional fishing

sides have

industries in the region and reviewed the major

struggled to

strategic implications for the countries surrounding

control the region’s rich resources.

the sea. They also screened the film ‘Saving Our
Tuna’.

4 November 2015

Michael Pitts
The Dragons of Komodo
Mr. Pitts
talked about
his celebrated
documentary
about the
dragons of
Komodo.
He focused
on the
extraordinarily risky work to film one of the world’s
most dangerous animals close-up, getting to know

10 November 2015

General Sir Peter Wall, GCB
ISIL and President Putin and the threats
they pose to the West & NATO
Sir Peter discussed how
Western nations have
been caught off-balance
first by the Arab Spring,
then by the emergence of
Islamic state and now by
the resurgence of Russian
nationalism. Sir Peter
also commented on his years as a General on active
service, in an enlightening and perhaps controversial
talk that combined anecdote with description.

many of the dragons as he filmed them 24 hours
a day. He explained how his film took a very
different view of the dragons, illustrated by some
film clips together with photographs taken on site.
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RECENT EVENTS
20th Anniversary Gala Dinner
25 June 2015

with Sir Chris Bonington
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong was
delighted to welcome Sir Chris Bonington, at the
Society for a Gala Dinner. Sir Chris, one of the greatest
mountaineers in history, is also a highly successful
author and broadcaster and has published 17 books,
many of them bestsellers. He holds innumerable awards
and has been President of the Alpine Club, Chancellor
of Lancaster University and numerous other public positions. He has also been awarded the Founder’s Medal of the
Royal Geographical Society.
On this occasion, Sir Chris lectured on “I Chose To Climb: Celebrating 65 years of Climbing the World’s Greatest
Peaks”. This is the story of his extraordinary career, from his first adventures in the early 1950s to ascent of the Old
Man of Hoy, a repeat of his first ascent at the age of 80 in summer 2015.
Sir Chris also
captured the
highlights of his
formative years
of climbing,
beginning as a
London schoolboy
at the age of 16,
and the first major
expedition he
led, climbing the South Face of Annapurna in 1970, which at the time was considered the hardest big face in the
Himalaya.
During the dinner, Sir Chris spoke of some 26 expeditions to the peaks of Central Asia, including 12 first ascents of
peaks over 6,000 metres. He concluded with his ascent of the Cathedral, a magnificent peak above the Arctic Circle
and other ascents along the way.
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RECENT EVENTS
Annual Dinner
13 November 2015

with Sir Ranulph Fiennes
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong was honoured
to welcome Sir Ranulph Fiennes as the Guest of Honour for
the Society’s 20th Annual Dinner. Sir Ranulph, the first person
to reach both the North and South Poles by land and the first
to cross Antarctica on foot, is also a best-selling author who
has written numerous books about his distinguished army
service and his expeditions.

At this dinner, he looked back at some three decades of adventures in all corners of the globe, accompanied by
a breath-taking collection of photographs from his personal archive. He also spoke of accounts of the celebrated
Transglobe Expedition, his trek to both poles, his courageous military service, hover crafting up the Nile, the first
unsupported crossing of Antarctica and the ascent of Everest. He provided a riveting insight into the achievements of
an extraordinary man, accompanied by his trademark humour and zest.

Sir Ranulph has led countless expeditions worldwide. Perhaps his most famous expedition is the Transglobe
Expedition, from 1979 until 1982, when Sir Ranulph travelled a complete circumference of the world on its polar axis
only using surface transport, a feat never since repeated. In May 2009, at the age of 65, he climbed to the summit of
Mount Everest.
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17 November 2015

21 November 2015

Dr. Lady (Susan) Conway
Thai/Burmese Magic: Arts of the
Supernatural

Dr. Jason Ali
Boat Field trip to Tolo Channel and
Double Haven North East New Territories

Dr. Lady Conway

Dr. Ali led a geological and geomorphological

told the story

excursion to the beautiful and inaccessible north-

of story of the

eastern coast and islands of Hong Kong by boat.

extraordinary
magical practices
of northern
Thailand and
Burma particularly
those performed
by the Tai people,
who are Theravada
Buddhists with a
complex belief system of the power of spirits. Dr.
Lady Conway also travelled extensively throughout
these countries to meet the magic men and women
who treat the sick, who bring good luck, who
banish bad luck and in some instances, cause bad
luck to happen to others.

23 November 2015

Professor David Abulafia
The Silk Road of the Sea: The First
Globalisation
Professor Abulafia

18 November 2015

Ray Zahab
Running the Sahara & to the Poles:
Challenge, Distance, Discovery

little known

Mr. Zahab spoke of

network of trade

his legendary run

routes that brought

across the Sahara

spices and other

from the Atlantic

luxury goods from

to the Red Sea

India to South-East

where he combined

Asia to the Roman

exploration and

Empire in one

philanthropy with

direction and to

unequalled sporting

Sea’, a recently
researched

China in the other.

achievement. He also spoke of his world record run
to the South Pole in 2009. He spoke evocatively of

came into existence and what made it last so long.

lows, camaraderie and solitude, and the natural
wonders at every location along the way.
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‘Silk Road of the

He also discussed how this astonishing network

the expedition to the South Pole, with its highs and
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26 November 2015

1 December 2015

Tim Clissold
Mr. China: The West-East Knowledge Gap

Dr. Jason Ali
The Great Voyages: How Animals got to
the Galapagos & Madagascar

Mr. Clissold discussed how during the past decade,
the world has tilted eastwards in its orbit, with
China growing more confident. He also argued
that for this
to continue
to happen
peacefully the
West must
bridge the
knowledge gap
in its society

Dr. Ali talked about how animals got to the

and leadership,

Galapagos & Madagascar. He also discussed what

and equip

the multitude of animals did when they got to these

Western leaders

uninhabited islands.

and the next
generation to cope more effectively with China and
avoid misunderstanding and conflict.

28 November 2015

John Breen
Field Trip to the Frontier Closed Border
Area, Northern New Territories

9 December 2015

John O’Brien
Climate Change Visions 2100: Stories
from Your Future
Mr. O’Brien
discussed how the
complex issue of

Mr. Breen led a

climate change is

long-awaited trip

one that humans

within the generally

are struggling to

inaccessible,

address. He also

but extremely

argued that visions

fascinating, Frontier

can mobilise

Closed Area of Hong Kong. Throughout the trip,

communities,

participants also looked at the several important

countries and global

historical sites, notably Ta Kwo Ling, the perfectly

networks to deliver

preserved Lin Ma Hang Village and the historic Lin

outcomes. He

Ma Hang Lead Mine.

explored how an understanding of communication
psychology demonstrates why most environmental
communications to date have been futile and why
mankind has dithered for so long.
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10 December 2015

17 December 2015

David Banks and Matt Brown
A Last Chance to Save Africa’s Wildlife

Professor Mark Norell
New Approaches to the Origin of Birds
from Carnivorous Dinosaurs
Professor Norell, one of the greatest contemporary
palaeontologists, showed how new approaches
are deepening our well-established understanding
of the origins of birds as evolved from carnivorous
dinosaurs of the Jurassic period. Professor Norell’s
research

Messrs Banks and Brown, both active on-the-

has been

ground conservationists, spoke about the unique

axiomatic

ways in which The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is

in refining

tackling the ivory trade issue globally, from the

the widely-

supply side in Africa to the demand side in China,

accepted

and from grass roots efforts in Africa all the way to

theory

digital outreach in China.

that birds
evolved from dinosaurs.

14 December 2015

Conrad Combrink
A Sponsored Evening for Members, hosted
by Silversea Cruises, an international
partner of the RGS: “Cruising for
Adventure”

19 January 2016

Paul Niel
Unclimbed Tibet: First Ascents in the
Gangga
Mr. Niel

Mr. Combrink explained how Silversea Expeditions

spoke of

organises cruises to some 350 remote destinations

his first

on all seven continents. He started by talking about

ascents

Silversea’s unique expedition cruise from Cape

in the

Town up the whole coast of West Africa and then

mountain

spoke about a unique set of expeditions in the

ranges

Russian Far West and Alaska.

of East
Tibet, part of Sichuan province, China, described
by the legendary Japanese explorer Tomatsu
Nakamura as the “Alps of Tibet”. He also described
the challenges of venturing into the unknown,
encounters with earthquakes and snow leopards,
and showed material from the ultimately successful
expedition.
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RECENT EVENTS
28 January 2016

4 February 2016

Field trip to the Silver Shadow
The Silver Shadow, one of Silversea’s eights ships,

Adam Walker
The Seven Great Swims: Man vs. Ocean

docked at Ocean Terminal on 28 January 2016.

Mr. Walker

Participants were invited to an hour-long tour of

told the

the ship, followed by a banquet. The tour took

story of the

members to a variety of interesting areas of the

trials and

ship.

triumphs
of how he
went from
being a kettle salesman to being one of the world’s
greatest open water swimmers, taking on some of
the toughest physical and mental challenges on
the planet. He described being escorted across the
Cook Strait by a pod of dolphins, when there was a
shark swimming underneath him, and other stories.

16 February 2016
2 February 2016

Richard Parks
Mind over Mountains: From International
Rugby to the Seven Summits

Robert Nield
China’s Foreign Places: The Foreign
Presence in China in the 19th century
Mr. Nield explained why, although they ceased to
exist over 70 years ago, the former treaty ports in

Mr. Parks

China continue to be of great fascination. Also, he

told of his

told the extraordinary story of foreign dominance in

astounding

the country. He has also identified in his research

journey

more than 250

from a

places in China,

Welsh

excluding

International Rugby player to an extreme

missionary

environment athlete. He has achieved records

stations, where

climbing the Seven Summits and trekking to both

there was to

poles, taking on expeditions and challenges that

some degree a

push the boundaries of human performance in the

form of foreign

world’s most hostile environments.

jurisdiction.
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18 February 2016

29 February 2016

William Meacham
The Struggle for Hong Kong’s Heritage

Dave Cornthwaite
A Decade of Adventures: 25 NonMotorised Expeditions of 1,000 Miles
Each
Mr. Cornthwaite spoke of his transition from selfconfessed “awful graphic designer” to professional
adventurer,
explorer, travel
writer and
filmmaker. He
has currently
completed

Mr. Meacham described his struggle to preserve
Hong Kong’s heritage as an archaeologist and
heritage activist since 1972, ranging from the
Kowloon-Canton Railway station, Ohel Leah
Synagogue to the Hong Kong Club. Also, he
described the rich historical record of Hong Kong,
from ancient to colonial times, covering both
archaeological sites and historical buildings. He

11 out of the
25 planned
expeditions, from skateboarding across Australia
and swimming over 1,000 miles down the
Missouri River, to paddle boarding the length of
the Mississippi and taking a pedal-powered kayak
across Scandinavia.

also discussed the disappointing dealings he had

1 March 2016

while attempting to preserve that heritage.

Stephanie Case
Free to Run: Keeping Sport Going During
War

23 February 2016

Professor Gordon Matthews
Chungking Mansions: a Ghetto at the
Centre of the World

Ms. Case told
of her own
career as an
accomplished

Professor

ultrarunner,

Matthews

then focused

showed how
Chungking
Mansions,
perhaps Tsim
Sha Tsui’s most famous building, has become the
most globalised building in the world. He also
discussed the architecture, history and significance
of Chungking Mansions, and its curious double
role as Hong Kong’s shadowy background and
international foreground. Also, he showed the
building’s residents’ intricate connections to the
international circulation of goods, money and
ideas.
22
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on her efforts
for access to sports in some of the most difficult
places on earth, including her personal work
at Afghanistan, South Sudan and Gaza to keep
sort going in difficult wartime circumstances,
particularly for women. She also explained how
she started the charity and the incredible stories
and adventures that have come out of Free to
Run’s programmes, particularly from the women
and girls who are involved in sport, preserving
against all odds.

RECENT EVENTS
6 March 2016
Marco Foehn
Field Trip to Lantau Island: Glories of the
Lantau Trail with a private visit to Lung
Tsai Ng Yuen Chinese landscaped garden

15 March 2016

Jan Latta
Animal Adventures in the Wild
Ms. Latta talked about how and why she became a
wildlife photographer, and then a publisher of 15
books, to help the survival of endangered animals.
Also, she showed videos and shared tips about
wildlife
photography.
She also
talked about
a magic
moment
when two

Participants discovered some of the most spectacular
views on Lantau Island. Participants also visited
the Chinese landscaped garden, Lung Tsai Ng
Yuen, which is situated directly above a waterfall

cheetahs
actually
came up to
her in Nanyuki, Kenya.

surrounded by hills. The garden is usually closed to
the public; however, an exclusive private visit was

17 March 2016

organised for Royal Geographical Society members.

Gavin Edwards & Dr. Michael Lau
Preserving the Biological Diversity of
Hong Kong

8 March 2016

Jonny Bealby
3,000 km by horse along the Old Silk
Road from China to the Caspian

Mr. Edwards and Dr. Lau described how Hong
Kong’s sub-tropical climate and unique position
at the mouth
of the

Mr. Bealby told the extraordinary story of how he

Pearl River,

travelled by horse along the old Silk Road from

meaning that

Kashgar in Western China to the Caspian Sea.

it is blessed

He also spoke of two other journeys of his travel

with an

trilogy, riding his motorbike around Africa and his

amazingly

expedition to the remotest mythical pagan Nuristan
region of Afghanistan.

rich
diversity of plant and animal life that is of
global significance. Mr. Edwards first introduced
the International Convention on Biological
Diversity, then Dr. Lau talked about Hong Kong’s
biodiversity, the threats to it and the priorities of
its preservation.
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21 March 2016

23 March 2016

Valmik Thapar and Detective John Sellar,
OBE
The Glories of the Tiger with Wildlife
Crime: Why to be concerned

Sir Max Hastings
Secret War and Future War: How the
Spies, Codebreakers and Guerrillas of
World War II set the Pattern for the Likely
Conflicts of the Next Generation
Sir Max told some of the hundreds of spy stories
he has studied and developed his thesis that in
every secret war there is a ceaseless tension at
play between comedy, tragedy and absurdity. He
also discussed the role of spies, codebreakers and
guerrillas in the wars of the present and future. He
concluded that no intelligence ultimately matters
unless a nation possesses the hard power to act
on it. The lecture was an authoritative, exciting

Mr. Thapar showed how the tiger, the glorious
iconic symbol of Asia, and one of nature’s most
beautiful and majestic animals, is on the verge of
extinction with just a few thousands surviving in
the wild. Mr. Sellar then showed how the global
demand for wildlife products is the greatest in
Asia, where growing affluence has filled an
unprecedented rise in the trafficking of threatened
species.

22 March 2016

Karina Moreton
The Power of Travel
Ms. Moreton
told of her more
than 100 travel
routes, including
for Discovery
Channel and
the BBC. She
also narrated a
photographic journey of Mongolia, Bhutan and
Myanmar to illustrate the transformative impact
travel had on peoples’ lives and the glories of these
countries. Also, she explained how she became
an entrepreneur and founded her successful travel
businesses, Panoramic Journeys.
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and erudite tour de force of the role of spying and
secret warfare in the past and for the future.

RECENT EVENTS
Schools Outreach Programme
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong runs a
major Schools Outreach Programme, through which
it hosts educational events at local and international
schools throughout Hong Kong. During the academic
year 2015-2016, RGS-HK held 35 events reaching just
some 5,000 pupils, allowing students to benefit from the
speakers in the Society’s main programme.

Schools Benefiting:

Over the course of the year, the Schools Outreach
Programme reached a broad range of students with
speakers ranging from environmentalists to explorers,
distinguished academic geographers to activists and
adventurers to photographers. These speakers engaged
pupils with inspiring stories about their captivating
experiences.

Buddhist Tak Sing College
Canadian International School
CCC Ming Yin College
Ching Chung Hau Po Woon Secondary School
Elsa High School
German Swiss International School
HK & KLN Kai Fung Women’s Association Sun
Fong Chung College
Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education
ISF Academy
Island School
Kellett School
Kwok Tak Seng Catholic Secondary School
Renaissance College (Primary Section)
S.K.H Tsang Shui Tim Secondary School
Shung Tak Catholics English College
South Island School
St Stephens Girls’ College
Stewards Pooi Kei College
University of Hong Kong
Victoria Shanghai Academy
West Island School
Ying Wa Girls’ School
Ying Wa College
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W O R L D N E W S

ICELAND’S GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
Iceland’s Deep Drilling Project has been harvesting
thermodynamic energy from its volcanoes. As
the country sits on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, a
tectonic boundary located in the Atlantic Ocean,
its 30 volcanoes provide many opportunities for
harvesting geothermal activity.
To generate geothermal energy from volcanic
movements, researchers cut holes deep into
volcanoes until their sensors detect temperatures at
430 degrees Celsius. At this temperature, water has
the properties of both a solid and a liquid, and the
steam it produces can create 10 times the power
of regular steam produced through evaporation.
As a world leader in utilising geothermal energy,
Iceland’s few geothermal facilities generate 30%
of the country’s total energy production. Some of
the power plants, such as the Hellisheiði plant,
also supplies hot water for Iceland’s capital city,
Reykjavik. While taking advantage of its natural
thermodynamic energy, Iceland has simultaneously
reduced the need for coal imports and other fossil
fuels, and jump-started the world’s geothermal
energy industry.

OSLO’S CAR BAN
Oslo’s city council is implementing an innovative
method to reduce the city’s carbon emissions, by
banning all parking spots in the capital. This was
imposed after a progressive political alliance took
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power over the city council, whose top priority was
to create a greener and more liveable environment
for the Norwegian city.
The city council feared that Oslo’s carbon footprint
would increase alongside the anticipated rise
in population. As such, it sold the city’s coal
investments and created a renewable district
heating system as a commitment to slashing
greenhouse gas emissions. However, transportation
accounted for 61% of the city’s carbon emissions,

W O R L D N E W S
connecting London to Perth, the
first non-stop flight from the UK to
Australia. Singapore Airlines also
plans to resume its 9,529-mile nonstop service from New York City to
Singapore in 2018.

despite already having the highest proportion of
electric vehicles in Europe and running one third
of the city’s buses on renewable energies.
To combat the high carbon emissions from local
transport vehicles, the council first proposed to
prohibit all cars from the city centre permanently,
but received a significant backlash from car-owners
and the city’s trade association. Instead, the city
council proposed to ban parking spots gradually in
the city centre, with the aim of having the fewest
possible vehicles in the area. Public spaces such as
playgrounds, cultural events, bike parking and bike
lanes will replace the pre-existing parking spots.
This model will be implemented over the next
two years, and is expected to significantly reduce
Oslo’s carbon footprint in the forthcoming years.

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY
AT ALL-TIME HIGH

The establishment of such groundbreaking flight times is a result of
previously unthinkable advancements
in aircraft manufacturing. In the
aviation industry, fuel has seen a
Dramatic increase in its efficiency,
accelerating time-space compression
m o r e t h a n e ve r. A l t h o u g h t h e
airplanes themselves do not fly any faster, they are
able to travel greater distances with the same amount
of fuel. Critics of such long-haul flights question
not their technological ability which is proved, but
instead the comfort for passengers being confined on
an airplane for 16 hours or more.

ARCTIC BIODIVERSITY AND
ECOSYSTEM SEEING DRASTIC
CHANGES
Arctic marine species and ecosystems are
undergoing significant pressure due to changes in
their environments. Ice loss, invasive species and
changes in food patterns are all examples of threats
towards the Arctic ecosystem. The Arctic Council’s
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna recently
produced a study outlining some of the impacts of
such threats to the marine species and ecosystem
in the Arctic.

Qatar Airways has recently established what is
now the world’s longest non-stop
commercial flight. With a total flight
time of 17 hours and 30 minutes,
the 9,032-mile service now connects
Doha, Qatar to Auckland in New
Zealand. The flight can hold up to 259
passengers, and crosses 10 time zones
in its duration.
Qatar Airways is not the only
international airline attempting ultralong routes. Qantas Airways plans
to establish a 9,010-mile flight
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W O R L D N E W S
Key changes which affect Arctic populations
include increases in the frequency of contagious
diseases, a reduction in ice-dependent species
affecting other species, dwindling food sources
and an increased diversity of southern species in
Arctic waters. These are mostly due to prolonged
open water seasons caused by sea ice retreat.
Additionally, migration times of some species have
changed, while other species have seen lowered
reproduction rates. Some animals, such as polar
bears, have been forced towards a more terrestrial
diet, which contains less energy.
These changes to the Arctic environment are not
new. However, the pace at which the changes are
occurring have been alarming. Scientific modelling
by the Arctic Council can now barely keep up
with the pace of such changes. A collection of
natural responses to changes in the environment
is now occurring at an extreme, unnatural pace
due to anthropogenic warming. These changes
are significant threats to many Arctic populations,
but in particular affect the many endemic Arctic
animals who are simultaneously dealing with
environmental changes and an influx of predators.
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VEGANISM ON THE RISE
More and more people across the globe have
been converting to a vegan diet, where no animalproducts are consumed. Veganism aims to exclude
all exploitations of animals, whether it be through
food, clothing or other purposes. Instead, Vegans
consume solely a plant-based diet, and many
vegans pursue this lifestyle for environmental
reasons.
At present rates of animal consumption, the Earth’s
resources can sustain a population of roughly 2
billion, as opposed to the current population of 7.5
billion. According to the United Nations, humans
kill 65 billion land animals each year for food,
all of whom require massive amounts of land and
water to grow. Livestock production accounts for
70 percent of all agricultural land on the planet,
and the average American diet requires 18 times
the land that a plant-only diet requires per person.
The immense demand for animal products is met
with losses of habitats and species, especially in
the world’s essential rainforest regions, to produce
enough agricultural livestock. The loss of habitats is
also associated with loss of topsoil and arable land.
Additionally, industrial-scale animal agriculture
involves potentially unethical practices such as
immense nitrate and phosphate run-off from animal
waste and fertilizers.

H O N G KO N G N EW S

HONG KONG BANS IVORY TRADE
A three-step plan to eliminate all ivory trade
in Hong Kong has been implemented by the
Executive Council. This ivory trade ban is in line
with the government’s current biodiversity strategy
and action plan. It will eradicate all sales of ivory
acquired prior to the international ban set in
1989, of 2021. Between 2017 and 2021, elephant
hunting trophies, ivory carvings and other ivory
will be banned gradually.
Elephants, particularly those in the African
Savannah, are under imminent threat of extinction.

Many have criticized the local ivory trade ban for
various reasons. Wildlife supporters argue that
the 5 years is too long, and anticipate elephant
populations to plummet beyond sustainable genetic
levels for survival in that time. Others criticise the
government for its unpromising enforcement of
the ban, including a refusal to use radioisotope
technology allowing for smugglers to easily launder
ivory at customs. However, the ban on ivory trade
is a step in the right direction for saving elephant
populations worldwide.

LOCAL AIR POLLUTION IMPROVES

Although an international ban on ivory trade had

Hong Kong has shown evidence of significant

been set in 1989, elephant populations continue

progress in its goal to reach international targets

to be endangered due to
the global demand for ivory,
which has also lead to a
rise in poaching and other
organised crime activities.
China remains the most
dominant international
market for ivory, with Hong
Kong being an important
hub for its trade. Thus, the
local ban is anticipated to
have an immense impact on
elephants worldwide.
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H O N G KO N G N EW S
for cutting local air pollutants. In comparison to
previous years, local concentrations of various
pollutants, such as PM10 and nitrogen dioxide,
saw 25-33% reductions in 2016. This is in line with
the Clean Air Plan set in 2013, which advocates
for further decreases of both PM10 and nitrogen
dioxide by 2020.
Improvements in local air pollutant levels can be
attributed to emission-cuts from ships and vehicles.

MARINE PARK MANAGEMENT
Local marine parks, which make up 2% of Hong
Kong’s waters, have been accused of being
mismanaged by environmentalists and critics.
Marine parks are recognised by the government as
protected areas with a focus on preservation and
allowing coral and fish populations to regenerate.
In these areas, damage to the environment is

Legislation promulgated in 2015 requiring ships to
use fuel cleaner than international standards have
significantly lowered local sulfuric emissions. The
effectiveness of this legislation also influenced the
Chinese government to implement similar actions
in the Pearl River Delta region. In addition, the
phasing out of old commercial vehicles which
ran on diesel have contributed to the reduction of
roadside pollutants.
Despite these efforts, local air pollution levels
remain above air quality targets set by the World
Health Organisation. As such, many criticize the

restricted to protect the natural coastline through

Hong Kong government’s approach to improving

the regulation of human activities such as fishing,

local air pollution. Some argue for the development

boating and tourism. Each of Hong Kong’s four

of long-term policies targeting roadside pollution

marine parks is managed individually without

and congestion. Others insist indoor pollutants

connection, or consensus with, the others,

must also be targeted, as that is where many locals

meaning their efficiencies and impact as areas of

spend most of their time. The Clean Air Network,

conservation are lowered substantially.

a local non-governmental organisation, suggests
Hong Kong should follow South Korea’s newly
implemented scheme, which offers free public
transport during rush hours and when local air
pollution levels are high, to reduce congestion and
air pollutant emissions.

The World Wildlife Fund is currently advocating
for an increase of marine parks in Hong Kong, with
an aim of allocating at least 10% of local waters
as areas of conservation. For this to occur, a longterm commitment by the government is required
to protect these areas and to produce transparent
research data on the parks. The World Wildlife fund
also advocates for fishing to be banned completely
in these areas, which will allow for fish stocks
and other organisms to flourish, and to provide an
economic boost for marine industries through ecotourism and job creation.
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CATHAY PACIFIC SWITCHES TO
BIOFUELS

PRIVATE SECTOR CUTS EMISSIONS
Major commercial developers in Hong Kong have

Hong Kong’s flag carrier, Cathay Pacific, will use

agreed to reduce electricity consumption by 5%

biofuels on select long-haul flights starting in 2019

before 2020. This is part of an agreement with the

as a method of cutting emissions. This is in line

government, whose primary aim is to reduce local

with the International Civil Aviation Organisation’s

energy intensity, the quantity of energy needed to

global commitment to curb carbon
emissions, as well as Hong Kong’s goal to
lessen its contribution to climate change.
A few other airlines such as Hainan
Airlines and Air Canada have attempted
the use of biofuels as well, but Cathay
Pacific is one of the first to make the
switch on an industrial scale.
Cathay Pacific’s commitment to using
biofuels will allow for carbon emissions to
be cut by 80% on its flights. The biofuels
to be used on these flights have a lower carbon
footprint than conventional jet fuel, and will be

produce one unit of gross domestic product.

made from municipal solid waste. A combination

Hong Kong’s city buildings account for 60% of total

of jet fuel and biofuels will be used to maintain

local carbon emissions, and 90% of local electricity

competitive pricing. Cathay Pacific anticipates

use. With such an agreement to reduce the use of

no price increases from the use of biofuels as

electricity the government anticipates a significant

investment costs have been built into the airline’s

decline of the city’s total energy consumption.

operating costs since 2014.

Developers that signed the agreement own a third
of total commercial buildings in
the city, and see the agreement as a
commercially viable investment.
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RECENT AWARDS
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong gives
a number of scholarships during the course of each
year. We are delighted to announce the awards
made in 2015 – 2016:
Major Post-Graduate Award for Doctorial Research:
Mr. Calvin King Lam Chung
(University College London)
“The Greening of Urban Governance in China: A
Case Study of Greenway Development in the Pearl
River Delta Cities”
Undergraduate or Master’s degree research
awards for Hong Kong Universities:
Miss Kei Yee Chan:
“Retail Space and Social Interaction: A Case Study
of Different Generations of Public Housing Estates
in Hong Kong”
Miss Pui Yan Chan:
“Using WorldView-3 Bands and Vegetation Indices
to Investigate Urban Trees Health Condition”
Mr. Wan Man Chan:
“Particulate Matter Concentrations in Underground
and Aboveground Station Platforms of the Mass
Transit Railway System in Hong Kong”
Mr. Ka Lai To:
“User-based Evaluation on Accessibility and
Usability of Greening Master Plan: Case Studies of
Central and Tsim Sha Tsui”
Miss Tianyang Cai:
“Cultural Homogenisation Among World Cities”
Miss Queenie Kan Yee Cheng:
“Internationalisation of Academic Migrations and
Their Notion of Home – A Study of Singaporean
Academics in Hong Kong”
Mr. Kwan Chung Yip:
“Theorising and Imagining Urban Communities in
Hong Kong”
Miss Yijia Zhao:
“Measuring the Relationships Public Spatial
Distribution and Social Well-Beings: A Case Study
of Hong Kong”

Society’s journal of record, Transactions of the
Institute of British Geographers, which leads
the citation index for all social science journals
worldwide, and Area. Further details of these
journals may be obtained either from the office
or online at www.rgs.org/OurWork/Publications/
Publications.htm.
The Society’s most popular publication is the
colourful monthly magazine, Geographical, which
features topical issues and exciting accounts from
far-flung locations. This lively magazine presents
geography in its broadest sense, with exciting and
beautifully illustrated articles on people, places,
adventure, travel, history, technology, science and
environmental issues. Members are encouraged to
subscribe to Geographical and further information
or subscriptions may be arranged by contacting the
office or visiting www.geographical.co.uk.
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PUBLICATIONS
The Royal Geographical Society produces a wide
variety of publications, covering many aspects
of its activities, from research and education to
expeditions and the collections. These include
three learned journals, The Geographical Journal,
which has been published since 1831 and is the
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